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Our manufacturing company, operating in the wood, fine arts 
and design sector, makes precision machining on solid wood, 

manufacturing, handing out and exporting a wide range of 
canvases and easels. We have aimed to achieve technical 

innovation and constantly improved production. The result is a 
solid and reliable product that is guaranteed to last over time!

Dare
to create.



NEW 
PREMIUM ALUMINIUM 

STRETCHED CANVARS BY

EXCEPTIONAL ART 
WARRANTS 
EXCEPTIONAL
SUPPORT.



Although he never attended business school Alesandro successfully 
manages one of the top art supplies stores in Australia and is 

expanding into manufacturing and distributing for international 
markets. Perhaps his success lies in his approach of treating his 

business as an artistic masterpiece.

“For me, running a business is almost like painting – it’s always one 
thing on top of the other; I need to add another flower here, another 

layer of paint there. It is a work of art, and it’s constantly evolving.” 

My philosophy is to 
prioritise simplicity 

and dedicate myself 
to hard work.

“There are two 
possibilities: one you 
may achieve great 
success in a job you 
despise only to lose 
it all the next day. 
Two you could pursue 
your passion from the 
start as there is no 
guarantee of a surefire 
path.”



Two Artists and an Australian leading designer working together 
for over 12 months to solve an issue that artists face daily and 

introducing absolute game-changer. Aluminium ready-made canvas is 
a symphony of innovation and chic vibes. light as a feather, sturdy as 

your passion — this is where tradition meets the future. 

WITH THE
ARTIST IN MIND



Our aluminum-framed canvases have become the center of 
conversation in the art community.

Premium Italian Canvas stretched on Australian Aluminium Stretchers. 
Available in 22mm, 32mm and 40mm profiles.

Made with artist in mind.

CANVARS,
but make it

ALUMINIUM



Premium cotton and linen canvas available in different sizes 
and depths suitable for all painting techniques. Traditionally 

handcrafted beechwood frames and hand stretched premium 
canvas material with precision & style. 

High-premium
redy-made canvases.

All Canvases and Easels are FSC™ (FSC™ C150822) certified.



Premium stretched canvas | Italian Caravaggio cotton | 
380gr canvas | Backstapled | Medium Grain | Acid Free | 

Pine wood 22x42mm | Universal primer | Acrylic double primed.

Suitable for all painting techniques. 

PREMIUM
CYAN CANVARS.

CANVARS.net



Premium stretched canvas | Italian Caravaggio 100% linen | 
330gr canvas | Backstapled | Medium Grain | Acid Free | 

Pine wood 22x42mm | Single primed with transparent primer.
Suitable for all painting techniques.

Suitable for all painting techniques. 

PREMIUM LINEN 
CLEAR PRIMED 

CANVARS.

All Canvases and Easels are FSC™ (FSC™ C150822) certified.



Premium stretched canvas | Italian Caravaggio cotton | 
330gr canvas | Backstapled | Medium Grain | Acid Free | 

Pine wood 22x42mm | Universal primer |
Acrylic double carbon black primed.

Suitable for all painting techniques. 

PREMIUM
BLACK CANVARS.
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Premium stretched canvas | Italian Caravaggio cotton | 
380gr canvas | Sidestapled | Medium Grain | Acid Free | 

Pine wood 22x42mm | Universal primer | Acrylic double primed.

Suitable for all painting techniques. 

PREMIUM
BLUE CANVARS.

All Canvases and Easels are FSC™ (FSC™ C150822) certified.



Premium stretched canvas | Italian Caravaggio cotton | 
380gr canvas | Backstapled | Medium Grain | Acid Free | 

Pine wood 32x42mm | Universal primer | Acrylic double primed.

Suitable for all painting techniques. 

PREMIUM
GRANDE CANVARS.
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Stretched canvas | Italian Caravaggio cotton | 
280gr canvas | Sidestapled | Medium Grain | Acid Free | 

Pine wood | Universal primer | Acrylic double primed.

Suitable for all painting techniques. 

ORANGE
CANVARS.

All Canvases and Easels are FSC™ (FSC™ C150822) certified.



Canvas Board | Italian Caravaggio cotton | 
Fine quality canvas 250gr laid on cardboard 2,5mm | 

Medium Grain | Acid Free | 
Pine wood | Acrylic primed | Not FSCTM certified.

Suitable for all painting techniques. 

 PANEL CANVARS.
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Dare
to create.

CANVARS.net



Dare to create your masterpiece with the support it deserves.
Canvars Easels are made of natural steemed beech with linseed oil finish.

Crafted with precision and style, our easels are more than tools – they are 
statements of sophistication.

Discover all types of Canvars painting supports.

Easels that Make
Other Easels Jealous. 

All Canvases and Easels are FSC™ (FSC™ C150822) certified.



CANVARS.net

Canvars
Studio Easel
Handcrafted in steemed
beech with linseed oil finish. 
Width 70cm | Height 160cm |
Canvas size up to 150x150cm | 
Adjustable bottom canvas support | Folding 
legs for easy storage | 
Adjustable base canvas holder.

Canvars
Grande Easel
Handcrafted in steemed
beech with linseed oil finish.
Width 66cm | Height 305cm |
Canvas size up to 165x165cm |
Adjustable bottom canvas support |
Metal mechanism for height adjustment |
Adjustable basecanvas holder.



All Canvases and Easels are FSC™ (FSC™ C150822) certified.

Canvars
Colored Easels
Handcrafted in pine wood and colored with vivid pastel 
colors: anthracite, pastel rose, pastel orange and pastel 
turquoise. 

Canvars Table Easel
Handcrafted in steemed beech with linseed oil finish. 
Width 32cm | Height 105cm | Canvas size up to 
60x60cm | Adjustable canvas support | Features a 
tilting facility to create the ideal working angle |
Folding legs for easy storage.



CANVARS.net

Dare
to create.

Canvars Field Easel LARGE
Handcrafted in steemed beech with linseed oil finish. 
Width 100cm | Height 220cm | 
Canvas size up to 130x130cm |
Adjustable bottom canvas support for outside use |
Folding legs for easy storage | 
Adjustable base canvas holder.

Canvars Field Easel
Handcrafted in steemed beech with linseed oil finish.
Width 80cm | Height 120cm | Canvas size up to 
110x110cm | Adjustable bottom canvas support |
For outside use | Folding legs for easy storage |
Adjustable base canvas holder.

Canvas dimensions guide



All Canvases and Easels are FSC™ (FSC™ C150822) certified.

Dare
to create.

Canvars 
Aquarelle Easel
Handcrafted in steemed beech with linseed oil finish.
Width 60cm | Height 140cm |Canvas size up to 150cm | 
Adjustable canvas support, rotates horizontally |
Features a tilting facility to create the ideal working angle|
Folding legs for easy storage.

Canvars
Deco Easel
Handcrafted in steemed beech with
linseed oil finish. Width 16cm | Height 40cm |
Canvas size up to 30x30cm | Adjustable canvas support | 
Adjustable base canvas holder.



ARS Ltd
Adress: Strosmajerova 18,
Sombor, Serbia
Call center: +381 25 433 330
Email: export@ars.rs CANVARS.net


